
Board of Directors

Board Meeting Minutes - March 20, 2021

Board Members Present Community Members Present
Zac Mallon Marisa 
Desert Black David
Kat Plimpton Fiona
Zee Parker Amber
BJ Burg Louise
Justin “Tuck” Kjolseth Allison

Vesper
Staff Present Jared
Arlene Smith

The meeting was called to order at 10:10am with a welcome from the Chair.
 
It was noted that the meeting will be recorded and publicly posted.

Adoption of Agenda
Kat motioned, Tuck seconded, adoption of the agenda with proposed addition from Desert to
talk about the Seattle Fire Code Advisory Board.

Update from the Chair
The Board Chair let everyone know that Board Meeting Minutes and videos are online for the
community to view. This is important so everyone can stay up to date on a lot of organizational
changes happening, including development and hiring a part-time Executive Director.
 
Approval of Minutes
Tuck motioned, Desert seconded, approval of the 2/18/2021 Special Board Meeting – Meeting
Minutes.

Finance Committee
The Board received current statements via email, and things are looking pretty good. Zac shared
the Statement of Activity, which goes over everything we’ve done year to date. Gross profit



$4400, expenses were approximately $1600. More than $3000 of the $4400 in revenue was
from the end of year fundraising effort, but came to our bank in 2021.

Zac also shared our Year-to-Date, which shows we are a little behind on fundraising goals.
FlowShop revenue is nearly at goal. Spin Jam revenue did not show up in QuickBooks. Expenses
are right on track with vendor payments. We have begun paying a part-time Executive Director.

Our current financial position is fairly strong due to significant financial contributions last year at
the founding of the organization. The current total in our bank is $12,978. However, we have
budgeted more than that as potential expenses for this year, so we do need to focus on
fundraising.

Kat proposed we hold a financial training for the board in the next few months so that all board
members are well versed in financial statements. We’ll see if we can ask Harley’s dad to provide
a learning session.

We need to file our tax returns for 2020. All nonprofits have to file a form 990, and currently BJ
is working on our 990. The information needs to be quadrupled checked, because the public will
see this document. The deadline is May 15th. Tuck offered to help BJ with the 990.

Governance Committee
Executive Director Hiring
We hired Arlene to be our part-time Executive Director. This means Arlene is no longer on the
board, and Desert is now Vice President. The Executive Director role is a part time paid position,
and the longevity of the role is contingent on how much fundraising we can do. The current
hours are about 10 per week, we hope that goes up because there is a lot to do. We haven’t
done a huge reveal except for announcing this at the recent town hall.

Arlene is working on committee stuff behind the scenes. Arlene wants to further our mission
and set up the organization to sustain itself after she eventually leaves the position. Let her
know if there is stuff you would like to see as far as programs or in other areas of our work.

Code of Conduct Reporting
We had a disappearing task force that wrote our Code of Conduct last summer. Now we are
figuring out what to do if someone violates it. We are working with Rachel Drake to create a
process of community accountability based on principles of transformative accountability /
justice. This approach takes a 360-approach to addressing harm that occurs in the community,
including addressing the person harmed, the person that does the harm, the ripple effect
through the community, and the role of bystanders. Rachel is leading a 12 week series for
people to learn about transformational accountability. We are lucky to be working with her in
this work. Tomorrow is the fourth session of twelve. Then we’ll have a disappearing task force to
write the policies and procedures for SFAC, which will be called CARE (Community
Accountability Reintegration and Education.)



Bylaws Updates
We are going to update the bylaws to remove gendered pronouns, fix some issues with board
terms, and a few other changes. Arlene suggests we include something about focusing on
advancing DEI in our board recruitment process.

Development Committee
GiveBig is coming up on May 4-5, and folks can give to SFAC through the GiveBig website
anytime between April 20 and May 5. Will be asking everyone to help share on social media,
and we’ll do a couple of newsletters around GiveBig. We need to put a goal on our website, so
the Development Committee will determine our goal. Board members can let Kat know how
much they plan to contribute, and that can be our matching fund.

We are applying for the ArtsWA pandemic relief grant, and currently trying to figure out which
programs to include. We are also going to apply for the Welcome Back Seattle Grant, for which
the application closes May 7. The program timeframe would be between June and December.
We are thinking about a program called Flow in the Park, which would rotate around to
underutilized parks. We are also looking into the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and ArtsFund.

Program Committee
FlowShop continues on Zoom every Tuesday evening, and we have a lot of good programming
coming up. Spin Jam has been happening every other Saturday from 3-5pm.

We are getting to the point where we need to have the conversation about timeline for in
person events and parameters about safety. When these events start happening in person
again, revenue will probably go up.

A potential new program, Flow in the Park, could include an exhibition, a lesson, and time for
free flow and play. The possibility of hosting in communities all over the city is exciting and
would enable us to connect with more communities of color.

We are also developing a pre-teen program for youth from communities of color aged 11-14.
We are looking at starting to reach out to Seattle Public Library and Seattle Housing Authority.
Let us know if you know an organization that works with kids that we could partner with. We
are hoping to provide poi and juggling balls for free to participants.

We are going to do a corporate team-building workshop for a tech company, which contacted us
to run a poi program for their employees. This is a great opportunity for us to raise program
revenue which can then support our other programs like the youth program so participants can
attend for free.

Let us know if you are interested in teaching at any of those events.



Fire Committee
SFAC is putting together a Fire Safety 101 to introduce new spinners to fire spinning and fire
safety, which can also be a refresher for anyone who hasn’t spun in a while. Hopefully, we will
eventually produce a more advanced guide for fire performers who are doing gigs on stage. The
Fire Safety Guide has evolved a lot, and has gone from a high level overview to a 27-page
document. The committee has been working on it since last November, and it will be locked at
the end of this month. Then, an editing process will occur before it is made publicly available.
Also, for those interested in videos, FAI has a good online course.

We want to approach the Fire Code Advisory Board at the City of Seattle. The Fire Committee,
through Louise, has already started forming a relationship there. This board takes updates to
national code, reviews them, modifies if they see fit, then hands them to the city to adopt. In
2016 the community worked with the city to prevent changes that would have shut down fire,
but some limitations still were implemented. The Fire Committee has developed talking points,
wants public feedback on these points, as well as for the community to let us know about other
questions and concerns about what’s going to happen with fire dancing as we open back up.
One issue we are working on is that a 5-day advance for participants to sign up for fire jams is in
the current city regulation.

Marketing Committee
Marketing is a lot of work, and Arlene is working with Natalie Kevork on SM and general
marketing. We have a couple people on our social media team, who are helping to create
community engagement posts and interesting articles relevant to our work. We are
transitioning the FlowShop Instagram into a SFAC Instagram account.

Board meetings are now posted on the blog. We also want to keep posting other stuff about
what’s happening in the community. Let us know if you want to write a post. As we do more in
person events and show we’ll have more stuff to post.

Desert is willing to help setup and moderate a SFAC Discord channel.

We are working on website updates to fix some things and add some things to the site. If you
want to work on your web development skills, this is an opportunity to build your resume.

Adjournment
Tuck motioned, Zac seconded, the meeting adjourned at 11:08am.


